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The Faithbox Mission
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Statistics

Faithbox Partnerships

funded essential ministry operations such as

therapy, housing, food, education, and childcare.

provided over 100,000 meals to children and

over 10,000 essential needs kits to families.

donated over 27,000 meals to Indian artisans

during the COVID-19 pandemic.

financed the building of a farming education

center in Costa Rica.

grown the audience, traffic and sales of our

vendor partners.

and impacted thousands of lives by providing

dignified work and fair wages to artisans all over

the globe.

Faithbox partnerships have exposed dozens of

social entrepreneurs to our thousands of

subscribers. These relationships have...
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We believe Christians should be at the

forefront of stewarding God’s creation and

caring for God’s people, and our

purchasing power has the ability to do

both!

This is why we began Faithbox in 2015,

and we’re proud to say that we’ve shipped

nearly 500,000 Faithboxes to Christians

all around the world!

Contact Information 
Email:  product@faithbox.com    

Samples can be mailed to: Lisa - Faithbox Brand Manager  82 Spring Trail Court, St Charles, MO 63303

Where will your
company be seen?



Faithbox is one of our key retail partners. They are consistent in their buying, fast in decision making,
excellent in communication, works ahead of schedule to give us plenty time for production and

importantly care about our mission of sustainability and fair trade. Their orders allow our artisans to scale
their production capability. Lisa is a dream buyer and we appreciate Faithbox’s long term partnership.

-Matr Boomie

TestimonialsTestimonials

We've been partnering with Faithbox for the last two years and it's been a huge
blessing to our artisans and their families. Through Faithbox's orders, we have kept

over 40 artisans employed in Haiti and Mexico and have even been able to give jobs to
partner artisans in the communities in which we work. We are so grateful that
Faithbox prioritizes the opportunity to support at-risk artisans in under-served

communities and introduce their subscribers to our artisans' good work through their
wonderful boxes.

-ViBella
 

Faithbox was great to work with from start to
finish. They worked with us to get our products

into their subscription boxes and into the
hands of their outstanding customers. I

welcome the opportunity to work with the
Faithbox team again (and again & again).

-The Spice & Tea Exchange
 
 

Not only do I appreciate the opportunities
our company has had to partner with

Faithbox over the years, I'm personally
thankful for the friendships and meaningful
connections we've made as a result of this

relationship.
-Seoul Mamas

 

Matr Boomie
ViBella Jewelry
Sancutary Project
Christian Art Gifts
Seoul Mamas
Esperanzart
The Spice and Tea Exchange
Global Crafts
Kerusso
Sapahn
And many more

CollaboratorsCollaborators

We have had the honor of working with Faithbox for two years now and can not begin to express our
gratitude for the blessing they have been to us. Even though we are a small ministry, Faithbox has

believed in us. They have always made it feel like a partnership, not just a transaction. Faithbox has gone
above and beyond to support us throughout the entire process, offering more exposure, publicity and

orders than we ever have had before. We have been able to hire more women, increase their work hours
and fund essential ministry operations such as therapy, housing, food, education and childcare through
Faithbox's ongoing commitment. Faithbox has been the wind in our sails and we consider working with

them a gift from God. 
-Esperanzart


